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IN THIS SPECIAL SUMMER EDITION 
of Heady Times, I would like to 
take a moment to share some 

very exciting news. It was recently 
announced that Finley Distributing 
earned the MillerCoors President’s 
Award for our work in 2018.

The MillerCoors President’s Award 
is only given to a select number of 
distributors across the country. The 
selection process is competitive, and 
is based on a number of benchmarks 
including variety of products sold, 
overall volume, and distribution goals. 
It recognizes Finley Distributing as 
a top performer in the expansive 
MillerCoors distributor network.

Such an achievement could not be made 
without a solid team. We owe our success 
as a company to the individual efforts of 
each and every one of our employees. I am 
sincerely thankful for the hard work our team 
puts in day in, and day out. They are the 
ones who make things happen, and I feel 
extremely lucky to be a part of such  
an organization.

My heartfelt thanks also goes out to our retail 
partners. We are truly a team and everyone 
here at Finley is grateful for your continued 
partnership. We hope we can continue to 
provide excellent service and execution for 
the rest of 2019.

Cheers!

 

Dennis Shields 
President
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Finley People Get The Job Done
The Tucson Brew Crew
The Brew Crew has served as Finley Distributing’s in-house promotions 
team for over a decade. This team of knowledgeable and charismatic Brand 
Ambassadors serves as the face of Finley’s vast repertoire of brands in the 
Tucson market at both on- and off-premise accounts. Their energetic and 
affable interactions with consumers in person and through social media help 
elevate brand awareness and create brand loyalty, while providing a little 
something extra for our retail partners. Get to know the Brew Crew in their 
own words:

How do you provide the best customer service?

Irasema Delgadillo: Customer service is all about engaging with customers 
and being polite, fun, and energetic. I treat every consumer equally and do my 
best to make sure everybody is having a good time.

What constitutes a successful promo?

Avalon Lubera: I think you can consider a promo successful when you can 
tell the consumers are having fun and enjoying the beer we are promoting 
or sampling. Helping to give the brand a good reputation is my goal for 
each promo.

What do you enjoy most about your job?

Sheena Arriola: I think what I enjoy most about the job is getting to meet new 
people and buying someone a free beer who’s never tried the brand before. I 
love putting a smile on someone’s face.



NATIONALLY, MILLER LITE HAS POSTED 19 STRAIGHT QUARTERS 
of share growth. America’s original light beer has always had 
great taste, only 3.2 carbs & 96 calories. And with an ABV of 

4.2%, it fits the modern definition of a session beer. If session is the 
new extreme, then Miller Lite American lager is the session beer most 
consumers are looking for… even if they don’t know it yet.

It’s been a few years now since Miller Lite’s glacial white can with 
bold blue, red and gold accents distinguished itself visually from 
a sea of blue & silver. The powerful design makes a big statement, 
but eye-catching design doesn’t guarantee increased sales, let alone 
repeat purchases and sustained growth. Having grown share for 19 
straight quarters, Miller Lite’s liquid must be delivering something 
consumers want. 

Authenticity, Great Taste & Only 96 Calories

Growth is driven by consumer demands. A big marketing push is less 
successful with today’s well-informed drinkers who can see right through 

a sales pitch. A product must deliver 
something tangible or be a solution to 
something that is vexing. But that’s not 
all. It has to be authentic with a value 
proposition that says this purchase is 
money well-spent. 

“We hear our customers say that they want 
a beer that’s light, but not devoid of flavor,” 
a bar owner confided to Heady Times. “IPAs 
are still rocking, but some of the same 
people, who couldn’t wait to try the newest, 
booziest hop bomb, stop by after going 
to the gym and ask for something that’s 
compatible with a healthy life style. I point 
to the Miller Lite tap handle and tell them 
to give it a try. It’s only one more calorie 
than Mich Ultra, which – in my opinion – is 
a reasonable trade-off, if you want more 
flavor. When I tell them it has fewer calories 
and carbs than a glass of white wine, that 
seals the deal.”

The bartender confirms it. Miller Lite 
delivers on the promises made in its media 
campaigns. Brewed in the U.S. since 1975, 
it’s the original American 96-calorie light 
beer that still tastes like beer. And in this 
“post-extreme beer” era, it’s what people, 
even those who identify themselves as craft 
beer drinkers, are looking for – a beer that 
lets a drinker “Show Your 6-Pack”. 

Pride in Our Beer 
Confidence in Our Brand

That’s why Miller Lite has cracked Nielsen’s 
Top 10 Growth Brands this year in three 
channels (dollar, drug & Walmart). This 
American-brewed light lager has always 
been “Everything You Always Wanted in a 
Beer. And Less.” 

“We’re gaining share in premium lights,” 
says Anup Shah, vice president of the Miller 
family of brands. “This isn’t just a blip.” Shah 
attributes Lite’s growth in part to consistent 
messaging which has evolved over time. 
“Both our advertising and the Know Your 
Beer program have helped us,” says Shah. 
“The Americana graphics have taken on a 
life of its own and we continue to deploy it 
in different ways that cut through the clutter 
to reach a wider, more diverse audience. For 
example, it’s resonating with Latinos.” 

CoverSTORY
Miller Lite: “Holding True” and Ahead of its Time
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Miller Lite is #9 on Nielson’s List 
of Biggest Share-gainers

Through brand design and 
consistent messaging, Lite  
sales outpace the industry.

Accounts participating in “Know Your 
Beer” experience a 6.7% lift in Miller 
Lite sales.  Aluminum pints alone 
increase sales by 5.1%.

Steal-worthy merchandise 
and 5,000 logoed 
prizes will be given to 
consumers this summer.

“Latino-first” campaigns reinforce the brand’s 
relevance to this community.

CoverSTORY

Sometimes consumers – and retailers, 
too – need to be reminded that most beer-
drinking Americans enjoy an uncomplicated 
light lager in the summertime. After all 
the segment does account for the lion’s 
share of all the beer sold in the country. 
Miller Lite’s programs drive home the ways 
that this beer “Holds True” to itself as a 
sessionable light lager whose time has 
come… again.

MillerCoors’ Anup Shah wants consumers to know that all light 
beers are NOT the same.

Miller Lite is building a solid foundation for growth – from 
the ground up.

www.finleybeer.com  HeadyTimes v.31 3
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BrewerHIGHLIGHT
Firestone Walker

I N 1996, TWO VERY SERIOUS CALIFORNIA WINE 
guys, who happen to be brothers-in-law, decided to open 
a brewery in the state’s mid-coast wine country.

From Firestone Walker’s first release, the 12-time gold 
medal winner Double Barrel Ale (DBA), to their most recent 
innovations, a beer rosé called Rosalie and a hazy IPA called 
Mind Haze, this brewery’s unique approach to their craft is 
something beyond original.

Heady Times caught up with co-founder David 
Walker to learn more about Firestone Walker’s 
innovative releases.

1.  It all started with a brewery born in a vineyard. “Adam 
Firestone’s family has been making wine in Paso Robles 
for three generations and I married a California girl and 
followed her here, where I began growing grapes as a 
profession. Adam dabbled in homebrewing and convinced 
me to join the endeavor. He said that great things can 
happen when brewers and vintners collaborate.”

2.  Firestone Walker’s new beer rosé, called Rosalie, took 
years to create. “We started with a number of test brews, 
using a select blend of white wine grapes from a local 
vineyard. Then we used hibiscus to create a consistent 
rosé hue. Most importantly, we used locally-grown fruit 
harvested and pressed in our backyard, creating a beer 
that was inspired and born here at home.”

3.  Firestone has been collaborating with local winemakers 
to blend their anniversary releases for years. Rosalie continues 
that tradition.

4.  Rosalie boasts bright fruit flavors and luscious acidity, which makes for 
a great pairing with seafood, as well as goat cheese.

5.  The name Rosalie was inspired by one of Walker’s favorite bands. 
“There’s a Grateful Dead song my wife and I love called ‘Rosalie 
McFall’. I’ve always loved the melodic tone of the song, so we decided 
it would be a good fit.”

6.  The artwork for Rosalie was done in-house. “We wanted the image 
of Rosalie to represent that easy California lifestyle. It’s fun, but 
sophisticated. My wife, Polly, was instrumental in the design.”

7.  Walker envisions adding to the Rosalie line, featuring other 
grape varietals or even other locally-grown fruits. “Our intention 
was to create a cool and interesting alternative to wine, cider 
and malternatives.”

8.  Their new Mind Haze IPA is “meant to elevate your perceptions. It’s 
juicy yet balanced, hazy yet lasting and loaded with an imaginative 
array of tropical hop flavors. Our Brewmaster Matt [Brynildson] likes to 
say, ‘We were finally ready to do a hazy IPA the Firestone way.’”

9.  Their light and refreshing blonde ale, 805, has a subtle malt 
sweetness, balanced by a touch of hops. Created for the laid-back 

California vibe, it’s a runaway hit on the 
West Coast. “While you won’t see it on 
the East Coast this year, we’ve been 
expanding its distribution slowly but 
surely. So maybe one day!”

10.  Walker and his team see themselves as 
artisans who strive to innovate. “It’s very 
important for our brewery to evolve, and 
for us to learn and apply new techniques 
as we grow. In a lot of ways, it’s what 
Adam [Firestone] and I have been doing 
from the very start, and it’s worked out 
pretty well so far!”

David Walker



10 Things to Know about the  
Off-Premise
1.  Finley Distributing services 594 off-premise retailers with a team of 15 

Route Managers and 2 Route Relief Managers. 

2.  Each Off-Premise Route Manager services anywhere from 25 to 60 
accounts per week, and calls on 8 to 15 accounts each day.

3.  The job of an Off-Premise Route Manager is to build relationships with 
accounts. They greet retailers, share sales figures, check inventory 
and rotation, and build beer orders. These team members are also 
tasked with presenting accounts with new products as well as selling 
in displays and point-of-sale. 

4.  85% of Finley’s off-premise business comes from chain stores and 
15% comes from independent accounts. 

5.  The biggest difference between chain stores versus independent 
accounts comes from the amount of service they require from Finley. 
Because chain stores deal in a much higher beer volume, Finley 
provides major chain operations with more product deliveries and 
more frequent visits from Quality Control.

6.  Over the last five years, the off-premise has seen a distinct shift in 
business from independents to chains. Though Finley has a number 
of stronghold independent accounts, the aggressive pricing programs 
chains bring to the table make for some fierce competition. 

7.  Sales figures show Coors Light and Miller Lite leading the pack for 
Finley’s top-selling off-premise brands. Dos Equis Lager, Miller High 
Life, and Corona round out the top five. 

8.  As far as fastest-growing brands are concerned, White Claw is in 
the midst of an impressive upward swing. Off-premise accounts are 
already up 10,000 cases compared to last year.

9.  Pricing and packaging account for the biggest difference between 
channels. Convenience stores, for instance, often can’t offer up the 
same types of deals and discounts that customers would find at 
grocery stores. But customers are willing to pay for the convenience 
of picking up a 6-pack or singles while 
they stop in for gas. Grocery stores, on the 
other hand, are willing to drop the prices 
on larger packages (18- and 30-packs), 
knowing they’ll make back their profit 
margin on household items and groceries. 

Off-PremiseSPOTLIGHT
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10.  Suppliers can help serve off-premise 
retailers with fact-based selling: studying 
and understanding what brands work 
well in each store, and backing that up 
with relevant data to present to retailers. 
Personal relationships are a big piece of 
the equation, but not necessarily the most 
important selling tool. Suppliers best serve 
retailers by selling their knowledge and 
data of the brands. 

Off-Premise Route Managers sell in displays.

Convenience is the largest channel in the off-premise.

With so many options in the off-premise, the right product mix is key.



10 Things to Know about the 
On-Premise
1.  Finley Distributing services roughly 940 on-premise retailers.

2.  The on-premise team is composed of 7 dedicated Route Managers.

3.  Each On-Premise Route Manager services anywhere from 80-100 
accounts weekly, with the exception of Finley’s Inside Sales 
Representative, who assists nearly 300 accounts.

4.  Route Managers are tasked with growing their business in each 
account. The objective is to out-perform the competition by utilizing 
distribution and tap handle opportunities. At the end of the day, 
the goal is to ultimately grow each account from last year’s 
business as much as possible. It boils down to selling more 
beer to make more money.

5.  Right now, 18% of Finley’s business comes from on-premise 
sales. Looking towards the future, on-premise is aiming to hit 
the 20% mark.

6.  Decline in brand loyalty is one of the biggest changes Finley 
Distributing has seen in the on-premise world over the last 
five years. With the rise of competition from wine and spirits, 
customers have become increasingly selective with what beers 
they choose. Brand loyalty is scattered, particularly in the craft 
beer market. 

7.  Dos Equis Lager, Dragoon IPA, and Coors Light are all heavy 
hitters in on-premise sales. They number among Finley’s 
top-selling brands. Edging in close behind them though, are 
805 and New Belgium’s Voodoo Ranger series – the fastest growing 
brands in the Tucson on-premise world today.

8.  As far as beer trends go, look no further than IPAs and premium light 
beers. Customers are interested in trying every flavor of IPA they can 
get they can get their hands on, and with the category booming in the 
beer world, there’s no shortage of new IPAs to try. At the other end of 
the spectrum, we have premium light beers making a comeback. The 
people that used to drink high ABV beers are swapping them out for 
something that’s more sessionable and easy to drink. 

9.  Draft system maintenance is a need specific to on-premise retailers. 
Putting in the time and effort to ensure taps are running smoothly is 
vital in building successful relationship with accounts, which then aids 
in securing beer features.

On-PremiseSPOTLIGHT
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10.  The biggest contribution suppliers can make to on-premise sales is 
physically putting in face-to-face time with accounts. Coming in and 
building a rapport is paramount. That supplier relationship is built 
on pitching new brands, setting up programs, and running engaging 
consumer programs. 

Finley services roughly 940 on-premise retailers.

Draft system maintenance is specific to  
the on-premise.

On-premise sales account for 18% of Finley’s business.
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NewPRODUCTS
Crook & Marker

Crook & Marker is a labor of 
love. They’ve tirelessly crafted 
luscious fruit-flavored drinks made 

with organic alcohol and the finest gluten-free 
ingredients, with zero sugar. Bold flavor, rich in 

color—this is not another spiked seltzer.

Crook & Marker Tangerine
No. 01 is the peak of perfection. Tangerine is 
a new sensation with a bright sweetness you’ll 
savor and crave. ABV: 4.0% Package: Cans 
only Availability: Now! Year-round

Crook & Marker  
Blackberry Lime
No. 07 was good luck from the start. Each sip 
of Blackberry Lime blends sweet and tart – it’s 
a total blast. ABV: 4.0% Package: Cans only 
Availability: Now! Year-round

Crook & Marker  
Strawberry Lemon
Nothing compares to No. 09. Strawberry 
Lemon is filled with sexy sweetness that never 
disappoints. ABV: 4.0% Package: Cans only 
Availability: Now! Year-round

Crook & Marker 
Variety Packs:  
Red Zero Sameness,  
Blue Zero Guilt 
The Red Zero Sameness Variety 
8-Pack offers Black Cherry, 
Tangerine, Blackberry Lime and 
Grapefruit. The Blue Zero Guilt 
Variety 8-Pack includes Coconut 
Pineapple, Mango, Strawberry 
Lemon and Peach. 

New Flavors in Henry’s  
Hard Sparkling Water  
Fruit Fusions Variety 12-Pack
The Henry’s Hard Sparkling 
Fruit Fusions Pack now 
contains three new flavors: 
Blueberry Lemon, Lemon 
Lime and Strawberry Kiwi. 
Availability: Now! Year-round

New Flavor in Strongbow  
100 Cal Slim Cans Variety Pack 
The Strongbow variety pack of 100-calorie slim cans 
now includes a new flavor: Pear Secco, a mildly 
sweet pear-apple cider with a light, dry finish, in 
addition to Rosé Apple, 
a semi-dry apple-pear 
cider with a touch of red-
flesh apple, and Original 
Dry, a less sweet cider 
with a crisp apple flavor 
and a dry, balanced 
finish. Availability: Now! 
Year-round

Mike’s Hard Watermelon 
Lemonade – Now Year-Round!
Hold on for an intensely refreshing blend of ripe, juicy 
watermelon and tart lemonade. The liquid is dark pink 

in color and the aroma is of classic, freshly 
cut, ripe watermelons. Unlike the overly 
sweet, candy-like profile of other watermelon 
beverages, Mike’s Hard Watermelon Lemonade 
delivers an authentic, mouthwatering 
watermelon taste before finishing clean 
with no lingering sweetness. This formerly 
seasonal product is now available year-round. 
ABV: 5.0% Package: Bottles only 
Availability: Year-round, beginning in June

A New Look for Firestone Walker 
Union Jack IPA

Legends never die. Ever since its inception, 
Union Jack has carried the flag for the 
trailblazing West Coast style. Rather than 
stand down amid the onslaught of hazy and 
fruity IPAs, Union Jack is taking a stand: new 
look, new attitude, same intensely-hopped 
IPA. Union Jack is an icon of the style, for 
those who like their beer loud & proud. The 

new look is a mashup of influences: the London music 
scene of the Lion’s youth, the attitude of the Bear’s 
California homeland and the power of the West Coast 
style. All in service to the idea of an unapologetic IPA 
that, like its influences, will always stand the test of 
time. Availability: Year-round, beginning in June
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NewPRODUCTS
Wild Tonic Hard Jun 
Kombucha Tropical Turmeric
Pineapple and orange notes intermingle with 
pepper and spice for a healthy tropical 
bite. ABV: 5.6% Package: Bottles only 
Availability: Now! Year-round

Wild Tonic Hard Jun 
Kombucha Wild Love

Sensuous notes of luscious blackberry with a 
hint of lavender. ABV: 7.6% Package: Bottles 
only Availability: Now! Year-round

Wild Tonic  
Hard Jun Kombucha 
Dancing Naked

Indulge your senses with satisfying notes of 
zinfandel. ABV: 7.6% Package: Bottles only 
Availability: Now! Year-round

Wild Tonic Hard Jun 
Kombucha Mind Spank
Devilishly tantalizing notes of coffee, chocolate 

and maple. ABV: 7.6% Package: Bottles only 
Availability: Now! Year-round

New to Finley:  
Wild Tonic  
Hard Jun Kombucha
These innovative craft brews are 
made with certified organic fruit, 

herbs and botanicals, and fermented with honey. 
At 5.6% ABV, Wild Tonic is unmatched in flavor and 
gluten free! 

Wild Tonic Hard Jun Kombucha 
Mango Ginger

This exotic elixir is composed of earthy 
ginger undertones blossoming into 

luscious Indian mangoes. Mango and 
ginger are a match made in heaven. 
ABV: 5.6% Package: Bottles only 
Availability: Now! Year-round

Wild Tonic Hard Jun 
Kombucha Hoppy Buzz

Hoppy Buzz has a delicate fruitiness 
with hints of apple and pear, which 
yields to a pleasantly perfumed finish 
punctuated by notes of orange and 
anise. ABV: 5.6% Package: Bottles 
only Availability: Now! Year-round

Wild Tonic Hard Jun Kombucha 
Raspberry Goji Rose

Raspberry tartness is coupled with floral 
notes throughout, finished with a thin 

zip of goji berry, creating an aromatic 
flavor. Taste the world through 
rose-colored glasses. ABV: 5.6% 
Packages: Bottles and Draft 
Availability: Now! Year-round

Wild Tonic Hard Jun 
Kombucha Blueberry Basil

Semi-sweet blueberry notes are balanced by 
a savory basil presence that is full-bodied 
and very appealing. Savor the sweetness. 
ABV: 5.6% Packages: Bottles and Draft 
Availability: Now! Year-round

Wild Tonic Hard Jun 
Kombucha Blackberry Mint
Blackberry tartness is countered by well-
balanced spearmint notes that offer a refreshing 
cooling effect. ABV: 5.6% Package: Bottles 
only Availability: Now! Year-round

New to Finley: Flying Embers 
Organic Hard Kombucha
Kombucha is a 
fermented tea made 
with a Symbiotic Culture 
of Bacteria and Yeast 
(SCOBY.) It is typically 
fermented with cane 
sugar in a fermentation 
process. The finished 
product is tangy, slightly 
carbonated, and filled with beneficial bacteria which is 
said to help with digestion and immune function.

Flying Embers Organic Hard Kombucha is fermented 
with an adaptogenic base of ginger, turmeric, 
ashwagandha and astragalus. Available in Ancient 
Berry, Lemon Orchard and Ginger & Oak flavors, 
Flying Embers is certified USDA organic, vegan, gluten 
free, not pasteurized. ABV: 4.5% Packages: Cans and 
Bottles Availability: Now! Year-round
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NewPRODUCTS
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Woodchuck Bubbly Rosé
This bubbly, fruit-forward blush cider is 
made with a blend of red apples delivering 
a crisp mouth feel and smooth finish. It’s 
certified gluten-free and has no artificial 
ingredients. ABV: 6.1% Package: Cans 
only Availability: Now! Year-round

Truly Hard Seltzer  
Wild Berry 16-Ounce Cans
One of your favorite Truly Hard Seltzer flavors 
– Wild Berry – is now available in 16-ounce 
cans! ABV: 5.0% Availability: Now! Year-round

Wild Basin  
Boozy Sparkling Water

Wild Basin 
Boozy Sparkling 
Water is crafted 
from the pure, 
pristine waters 
of the St. 
Vrain River. 
Contemporary 

flavors in the variety 12-pack include Classic Lime, 
Lemon Agave Hibiscus, Melon Basil and Cucumber 
Peach. At 0 grams of sugar and only 100 calories, Wild 
Basin is designed to keep you running wild. ABV: 5.0% 
Package: Cans only Availability: Now! Year-round

Alaskan 12-Ounce Cans,  
Mixed Can 12-Pack
Alaskan Brewing is releasing a 
new variety pack of 12-ounce 
cans. The updated 12-pack will 
include the beer that started 
it all for Alaskan, Amber Alt 
Style Ale, plus Husky Mosaic 
IPA, White Wit Style Ale and 
Kölsch. Availability: Now! Year-round

Grand Canyon 19.2-Ounce Cans
New Package Alert! Grand Canyon 
Brewing has added 19.2-ounce single 
serve cans to their arsenal. American 
Pilsner and their newest brand, Trail 
Hike IPA, are now featured in 19.2-
ounce cans! Both beers are perfect 
to be featured in a large format single 
serve, as they are light and refreshing 
and have a low ABV. ABV: 4.3%-5.0% 
Availability: Now! Year-round

805  
Limited Edition Cans
Starting in May, for a limited time, 
all 12-ounce 805 cans will feature 
special artwork from 805 Authenticos. 
Availability: May

Firestone Walker  
Luponic Distortion No. 13

The lead hop in No. 13 comes from 
a three-acre experiment plot planted 
exclusively for Firestone Walker in 
Washington’s Yakima Valley, creating 
bright flavors of Piña Colada, Key lime and 
nectarine. ABV: 5.9% Packages: Cans 
and Draft Availability: Now

SeasonalSELECTIONS
When Demand Exceeds Supply
Many of our craft seasonal and specialty releases are 
available in limited or extremely limited quantities. 
Breweries only produce a certain amount of their specialty 
beers and Finley does all they can to get as much product 
as possible. In addition, this publication is compiled 
months prior to the decision made by the brewery to 
allocate their products to the wholesaler. Variations in 
production for some of these limited release offerings will 
fluctuate, resulting in lower quantities than anticipated.

Please feel free to discuss seasonal selections with your 
Route Manager. If an item is out of stock, they will be 
able to offer similar suggestions.



SeasonalSELECTIONS
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Dragoon Pony Express
Pony Express is a strange 
breed. It’s essentially an 
American Pale Ale--pale, 
crisp, and hoppy--but 
fermented entirely by 
Brettanomyces bruxellensis. 
The brett fermentation 
produces a very dry beer 
with tropical fruit, earthy and 
spicy aromatics. The end 
result is a wildly complex 
beer that evolves with 
every sip. Try Pony Express 

with sweet and sour chicken or almond-cream tarts. 
ABV: 6.2% Package: Draft only Availability: July

Lagunitas Phase Change
Phase Change is one juicy game changer … 
it’s an unfiltered, wet-hop ale packed full of 
lupulin-drenched Simcoe, Citra and Mosaic 
hops, then dry-hopped with Sabro and 

Cashmere. ABV: 7.0% Packages: Bottles 
and Limited Draft Availability: June

Lagunitas Dark Swan
Dark Swan is a sour ale fermented with dark 
red wine grapes, giving it its uniquely deep 
and rich purple hue. Then it received the 

signature Lagunitas treatment with a healthy 
dose of experimental dry hops. This might 
just shock your taste buds! There really isn’t 
anything else like the Dark Swan... it’s a dark 
purple hybrid ale that takes house yeast and 

feeds it some Petite Sirah grapes to munch 
on. It’s smooth, slightly sour, and superbly 
strange. Give it a taste, if 
you dare! ABV: 7.9% 
Package: Bottles only 
Availability: July

Ballast Point White Wine  
Barrel Aged Sour Wench 

After resting in both chardonnay and sauvignon 
blanc barrels for over six months, Sour Wench 
emerges with aromas of freshly sliced white 
peach, citrus, woody oak tannins and rich 
vanilla. Within every 
sip you’ll taste 
hints of crushed 
berries and ripe 
apricots, with a 
deliciously buttery 
smoothness from 
the chardonnay 
barrels, while 
finishing dry 

from the sauvignon blanc 
on the back. Easy-drinking 
for a barrel-aged beer, 
it’s tart, refreshing and 
delightfully smooth. ABV: 7.1% 
Packages: Bottles and Draft 
Availability: June

Grand Canyon  
Sacred Saguaro Lager

Grand Canyon Brewing’s 
summer seasonal is perfect 
for outdoor adventures 
and backyard cookouts. A 
Vienna style lager, Sacred 
Saguaro is a smooth and 
refreshing medium-bodied 
beer with hints of nutty 
caramel flavor. And, it’s 
the first package in Grand 
Canyon’s seasonal line-

up featuring brand new format packaging and artwork! 
The 16-ounce cans make a perfect item for single 
serve sales. ABV: 6.2% Packages: Cans and Draft 
Availability: June

Smirnoff Ice Red, White & Berry  
12-Pack Slim Cans
Your favorite Smirnoff Ice summer seasonal is now available in a slim 
can design! Spark something fun this summer and burst into the sweet, 
sparkling berry flavor of Smirnoff Ice Red, White and Berry! ABV: 4.5% 
Availability: Now!
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A Taste of Banquet 
Heritage 
Coors Banquet is continuing its 
popular Heritage program by 
celebrating the brand’s history 
with vintage-inspired can designs 
in the off-premise. And for the 
first time ever, the brand is also 
investing in on-premise tools 
and activations, like a special 
metal tacker that lets drinkers 
know Banquet was once stolen, 
smuggled and sought after.

Henry’s Hard 
Sparkling Water is 
Zeroing in on  
Zero Sugar
Henry’s Hard Sparkling Water is 
reintroducing itself by zeroing in 
on the fact that their refreshing 
hard sparkling water contains 
zero sugar. Through more 
premium branding and “ZERO 
SUGAR” on packaging and POS, 
they’re sure to grab the attention 
of customers everywhere – 
especially those who are more 
health-conscious. In addition 
to a refresh on point-of-sale, 
Henry’s is introducing new flavors 
in their year-round Fruit Fusions 
Variety Pack that’ll make them 
an irresistible choice going 
into summer. 

Americana Done Lite!
American pride will be on full 
display this summer with Miller 
Lite’s Americana packaging. Using 
their iconic can and cases as their 
canvas, Miller Lite has utilized their 
core colors of red, white and blue 
to create stunning American flag 
displays with pole toppers and case 
stacks. And holding true to summer 
themes, Miller Lite has put lawn 
chairs and grills center stage to give 
displays an authentic Americana 
summer identity.

Cheers to Dad with 
the Original
Father’s Day is an important time 
to celebrate with friends and 
family. That’s why Miller Lite will 
be reminding drinkers to stock 
up for the celebration ahead. 
Special signage will make sure 
shoppers know that the best 
choice to keep everyone at the 
party happy, and to appropriately 
honor dad 
with, is 
the original 
light beer.
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Heineken is 
Dialing up the 
Volume on Summer 
There’s no better summer 
combination than music and beer. 
That’s why Heineken is dialing up 
the volume on summer with media 
support, thematic point-of-sale and 
special, music-themed packaging 
for 6-, 12- and 24-packs! 

A national sweepstakes offers 
consumers a chance to win daily 
prizes, including Live Nation and 
Spotify gift codes! One grand 
prize winner will receive an 
exclusive music experience of 
their choice with flight and hotel 
accommodations. Now through 
September 30th, consumers 
can enter via a call-to-action on 
packaging, point-of-sale, Twitter 
and Instagram.

Bring Your Pride to 
the Grill with Tecate
Tecate is offering consumers 
a chance to win a VIP Grilling 
Experience with Weber at the Grilling 
Together Fest in San Antonio, 
Phoenix and Los Angeles.

The multi-channel promotion, which 
will run from May through August, 
is designed to drive sales through 
trial, maximize brand awareness, 
recruit new consumers and engage 
shoppers. Retailers can count on 
incremental sales and profits with 
compelling offers that put food and 
beer together all summer long.

The versatile call to action on English 
and Spanish point-of-sale materials 
invites beer drinkers to “BBQ 
Together” or “Asada Together,” always 
with good friends and cold Tecate.

When it comes to hosting and grilling, 
Tecate drinkers are serious about 
having fun. There’s no limit to what 
they’ll do to impress their friends, 
including digging up an old family 
recipe, firing up the grill, or putting a 
cold beer on the table. Beer drinkers 
know that nothing brings people 
together like Tecate and a good meal.

Through a friendly competition, 
consumers can register their teams at 
the Grilling Together Fest, showcase 
their special grilling recipes and be 
judged by Weber’s Grill Masters.

Tecate will also give consumers the 
opportunity to win exclusive recipes and 
enter for a chance to win one of 100 
Tecate-Weber Grills on a weekly basis!

Happy as a Hamm’s
Hamm’s is showcasing their supremely drinkable and reasonably priced beer 
with an offbeat happy hour that shows the magic of a simpler time. Promoted 
on social media with POS support, these Hamm’s Happy Hours not only 
introduce customers to Hamm’s, but also serve participating venues in a variety 
of ways. Through bar 
games, downloadable 
playlists featuring classic 
jams and giveaways 
such as playing cards 
and t-shirts, Hamm’s 
will create an experience 
worth sharing for 
patrons, accounts and 
the brand as well. 

Peroni’s in Style 
This Summer
This summer, Peroni is making 
sure whatever drinkers do, they 
do it beautifully, with their “Birra 
Beautifully” campaign. Retail will 
come to life with displays that 
inspire shoppers to summer in 
style with Peroni, while 
showing them that 
Peroni can make any 
summer occasion more 
beautiful. And at bars, 
Peroni will elevate 
summer even further 
for drinkers with 
premium buckets and 
bocce sets that will 
help create beautiful 
memories worth 
capturing and sharing.
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Tee Off with Corona Premier
Corona Premier has launched its first ever 
thematic retail program in 2019, centered on 
one of the brand’s target consumer’s favorite 
pastimes – golf. This summer, Corona Premier 
is sending a lucky winner and a friend to 
Lake Tahoe to watch the American Century 
Championship. Consumers can enter via text 
for the chance to win airfare, three nights in a 
hotel, three-day event tickets and a $250 gift 
card. So this season, consumers can enjoy a 
round with Corona Premier.

After a successful promotion in summer 2018, Corona 
is bringing back their exclusive beach house to help 
consumers make the most out of summer. This year, 
Corona is inviting consumers to visit CoronaUSA.com, snap 
a pic of their Corona cans or bottles and enter for a chance 
to win a five-day getaway to the Corona Summer Beach 
House, or other exciting summer prizes. Corona is also 
launching limited-edition summer packaging for bottles and 
cans, with three unique designs on primary can SKUs.

To support the launch of this program, Corona is 
increasing their media investment, heavying up on TV in 
key summer holiday weekends like 4th of July, as well as 
in high-profile sports properties like the NBA Playoffs and 
Finals. New general market and Hispanic spots, as well 
as bilingual on- and off-premise point-of-sale, digital and 
social media will encourage consumers to engage and truly 
let themselves summer.

Summer of Sculpin Hawaiian Getaway
Ballast Point is dedicated to making Sculpin the best quality beer 
possible to ensure you have a great experience, every time. So, take that 
approach to the way you craft your summer: put in the effort to make it 
a quality one. Because when you do, the reward is that much greater. 
This summer, from May 24th through August 2nd, the Summer of Sculpin 
campaign will drive brand awareness and consumer engagement with 
Ballast Point’s second annual national consumer promotion. Craft beer 
fans will be encouraged to enter for a chance to win a trip to Hawaii! One 
grand prize winner and a guest will receive round-trip airfare and hotel 
accommodations in Hawaii for 4 nights and 5 days, as well as $500 
spending money and a $200 gift card to the Ballast Point online apparel 
store. This summer, make it the Summer of Sculpin.
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Ride with Radler
Moosehead Radler (German for 
“cyclist”) is the brewery’s version 
of the perfect summer libation 
and an ode to the mix of beer 
and juices created in Germany for 
cyclists who needed a refreshing, 
lower alcohol beverage on their 
journeys. This perfectly balanced 
blend includes Moosehead Lager 
with grape, lemon and grapefruit 
juices. At a sessionable 4.1% 
ABV and available in 12-ounce 
and 16-ounce cans, Moosehead 
Radler is the perfect companion 
for long summer days. 

Fight for the  
Gold Cup with  
Casa Modelo
In 2019, Casa Modelo invites 
consumers to be a part of the 
beautiful game by encouraging them 
to share their pride and passion 
in real-time and unite with others. 
Coming off a World Cup year, 
everyone is looking for redemption in 
this summer’s Gold Cup tournament. 
Casa Modelo will celebrate the 
fight of the beautiful game through 
a continued sponsorship with 
CONCACAF featuring all-new bilingual 
POS and a focused Spanish language 
TV spot. The creative will leverage 
exciting soccer cues and equity as 
the Official Beer of the CONCACAF 
Gold Cup.

In addition to the media around 
the Gold Cup, Modelo is running a 
program where consumers can text 
to pick a winner for each match for 
a chance to win Gold Cup tickets 
and premium merchandise. With a 
total of 31 matches, consumers can 
engage with Modelo throughout the 
entire tournament. 

With soccer having overtaken 
baseball and now on par with 
basketball as a favorite sport 
amongst Modelo consumers, Modelo 
will capitalize on last year’s soccer 
programs, where Modelo Especial 
was the #1 growth driver of all 
beer brands. 

Create a Brighter Future for Our Vets with 
Casa Modelo 
For the first time ever, Casa Modelo will partner with Leave No Veteran 
Behind to honor the fighting spirit of the 20.6 million veterans in the 
United States. Modelo will raise awareness via a new TV spot, new 
secondary packaging with a partner logo and on- and off-premise bilingual 
POS. The brand will donate to Leave No Veteran Behind to help create a 
brighter future for our vets and encourage others to donate as well. 
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A Truly Refreshing Summer
With the warm weather months finally here, Truly 
Hard Seltzer heads into its best selling season with a 
program that ties into summer drinking occasions at 
the pool, beach, patio bar and more! Riding a wave 
of tremendous growth, Truly has developed on- and 
off-premise tools that will help retailers engage and 
trade up consumers. From eye-catching point-of-sale 
to unique cocktails and a significant national media 
investment, this program will inspire consumers to 
experience a Truly refreshing summer.

Celebrate Summer 
with Sam
This summer, Sam Adams is 
bringing the backyard BBQ to life 
with impactful point-of-sale and 
programming to drive consumer 
trade-up to Summer Ale, Boston 
Lager and Sam ’76. The focus will 
be on the main holiday time periods 
– Memorial Day, 4th of July and 
Labor Day – and will feature lifestyle 
visuals that integrate red, white 
and blue. In addition to the eye-
catching point-of-sale, the program 
will include a seasonal pint glass 
giveaway to drive engagement and 
excitement with consumers. This 
text-to-win sweepstakes will award 
5,000 lucky drinkers with a set of 
2 acrylic perfect pint glasses – the 
perfect prize to help upgrade summer 
drinking occasions. 

Great Things 
Happen When 
America Parties 
with Twisted Tea
Twisted Tea, the #1 selling hard 
iced tea, is giving drinkers a 
reason to celebrate this summer 
by showing them all the great 
things that happen when they 
party with Tea! Starting in May, 
drinkers who show how they 
#PartyWithTea on Instagram have 
the chance to win prizes every 
week from Man vs. Food host 
Casey Webb, to help upgrade 
their summertime BBQs and 
parties. Shoppers will also have 
the chance to purchase a limited-
edition Twisted Tea Original 
12-pack around the July 4th selling 
period for the chance to receive a 
free Twisted Tea mason jar, perfect 
for celebrating a summer of 
refreshing Twisted Tea! Twisted Tea 
is a flavorful, refreshing alternative 
to light beer; and at 5% ABV with 
no carbonation, it’s perfect for day 
drinking all year long. Look out for 
more great things from Twisted Tea 
at TwistedTea.com.

Mike’s ASPCA 
Partnership 
This summer, Mike’s is partnering 
with the ASPCA to help man’s 
best friend, donating 25 cents 
per case to shelters across the 
nation, up to $100k!

Paulaner  
Can Do Contest
Now through June 30th, Paulaner 
is asking consumers to post pics 
on their Instagram accounts that 
showcase their “can do attitude” 
to be entered into the Paulaner 
Can Do contest. IG accounts 
must be public, and each entry 
posted must include the hashtag 
#PaulanerCanDoContest. The 
lucky winner will choose between 
a trip to Germany or a course of 
motivation classes.
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805 Beer and 
Meat Rebate
Through September, 
consumers can get 
$5 off when they 
purchase any 805 
6-pack or larger and at 
least $10 of fresh or 
frozen meat. 

From July through 
September, Firestone 
Walker is running a 
text-to-win program for 
fans to win one of 20 
exclusive “Survival Kits”! 
Each prize includes one 
custom backpack loaded 
with branded gear for 
two, including koozies, a 
double walled insulated 
growler, Firestone Walker 
patch hats, branded 
travel mugs and copper 
bottle openers. Survive 
the Lion and Bear way!

Off-Center Your 
Summer with 
Dogfish Head
This summer Dogfish Head 
continues to lead the movement 
of “better for you” craft offerings 
with their Activity Box, a variety 
12-pack featuring four different 
beers inside a box that converts 
into a functional ice-holding 
cooler! To support this pack, 
Dogfish is offering a digital rebate 
that gives consumers $5 back 
when they purchase the Activity 
Box and ice. While this limited 
offer is available from May 1st 
through July 8th, the pack will be 
available all summer long!

Toast Our Troops with Shiner
For the eighth year in a row, Shiner Beers and The Boot Campaign 
are teaming up to form the Shiner Toast Our Troops promotion. All 
summer long, Shiner will donate 50 cents per case sold of specially 
marked “Toast Our Troops” packages, as well as match all retailer 
funds raised and contributions from their wholesaler network. Since 
2012 Shiner has donated over $1,000,000 to The Boot Campaign. 
For more information about the charity please visit their website at 
BootCampaign.org. 



We had to do something to get 
your attention so we could talk 
about some of the beers that aren’t 
making headlines. Not now that is.

Flagship beers by definition aren’t 
new, but that doesn’t mean they 
don’t deserve attention. When was 
the last time you drank New Belgium 
Fat Tire, Dale’s Pale Ale, Bell’s Two-
Hearted or Sam Adams Boston 

Lager? When was the last time you 
recommended one of these beers to 
a customer?

Thought so.

Getting reacquainted with the beers 
that launched the craft beer boom 
isn’t living in the past. You’ll still be 
enjoying good beer. Flagship beers 
– if nothing else – can be enjoyed 

as a respite when trying new ones.  
And for the latest crop of legal-age 
drinkers, these beers might still be 
uncharted territory, so for them, they 
are new.

Giving these beers a second look is 
a great way to reconnect with craft 
beer’s roots and spend some time 
with the beers that got the breweries 
you love where they are today.

RethinkingRETAIL
This Month’s Must-Have Hazy IPA is Next Month’s Shelf Turd.  
Or, Why Flagship Beers Matter.

How about these for a trip down memory lane…

New Belgium 
Fat Tire

Easy-drinking 
Amber Ale born 
in Colorado.

Bell’s  
Two-Hearted

An IPA bursting 
with hop aromas; 
perfectly balanced, 
with a malt 
backbone.

Sam Adams  
Boston Lager

The full-bodied beer 
that helped launch 
the American 
craft revolution.

Lagunitas IPA

One of the great, 
original IPAs.

Alaskan Amber

Richly malty 
and long on 
the palate, with 
just enough hop 
backing to make 
this beer notably 
well balanced.

Dale’s Pale Ale

America’s first 
craft-canned 
mountain 
pale ale is a 
hearty, critically 
acclaimed 
trailblazer.
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2104 S. Euclid Ave.
Tucson, AZ 85713

In July 2019 Blue Moon will 
celebrate the 50th anniversary of 
the Apollo moon landing. In-store, 
Blue Moon will offer thematic 
displays, inspiring shoppers 
to stock up as they celebrate 
this iconic event. And at bars, 
drinkers will be offered 50th Moon 
Landing Anniversary swag ranging 
from fanny packs to enamel 
pins and more. Bar-goers will 
also be able to enjoy a custom-
branded Shoot the Moon game 
while they sip Blue Moon from 
commemorative glassware.


